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Description

WASHING MACHINE HAVING BROADCASTING RECEIVER

Technical Field

[1] The present invention relates to a washing machine, and more particularly, to a washing machine having a broadcasting receiver for providing various multimedia contents on the washing machine.

Background Art

[2] In general, washing machines are roughly classified into a washer which washes clothes, a dryer which dries clothes, and a washer with a drying function which performs both washing and drying of clothes.

[3] The washer is a home appliance which cleans laundry by removing contaminants attached to the laundry using a softening action of detergent, a frictional action of wash water flows resulting from a rotational action, an impact of the wash water flows applied to the laundry, etc.

[4] The dryer is a home appliance, which automatically dries wet clothes after being washed, and is classified into a dehumidifying type and an exhausting type according to a drying method. Recently, the demand for the dryer is on an increasing trend.

[5] Nowadays, customer concerns and desires for upgradation of home appliances are increasing. For this reason, in spite of the repeated development of washing machines for the user's convenience as mentioned above, it is next to impossible to expect that the customers will be satisfied with only the existing washing machines.

[6] Recently, in a home appliance field, a multifunctionalization to integrate composite functions in one product is being attempted, as well as a high functionalization to improve the original function of the product.

[7] These attempts are contrary evidence that the home appliance market has been saturated, but results of efforts to provide more excellent and convenient products through continuous technical development.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

[8] However, for the aforementioned washing machines, the user requires a higher technique than is currently possible, resulting in an increase in product costs of the washing machines and, in turn, a limitation in universal use thereof. In this regard, at
present, there is a need for a new technique capable of readily acquiring various information even at low cost.

Meanwhile, a radio, television or the like may be sometimes installed in a separate place (for example, in a washing room, on the wall of a bathroom, or in the vicinity of a shelf of a kitchen). In this case, the radio, television or the like must not only have a separate module, power supply means, etc., but also be small in size due to a spatial restriction.

Technical Solution

An object of the present invention devised to solve the problem lies on a washing machine having a broadcasting receiver which can significantly increase customer satisfaction with a multifunctionalization thereof and be universally used at a lower cost.

The object of the present invention can be achieved by providing a broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine for washing or drying laundry, the washing machine comprising a broadcast signal reception module arranged thereon for receiving a broadcast signal and providing the received broadcast signal in image and audio form.

The washing machine may further comprise a remote controller for inputting control commands from a user to the washing machine and broadcast signal reception module.

The washing machine and the broadcast signal reception module may be interconnected via a serial communication line so that they can perform data communication therebetwen.

Preferably, the washing machine includes: a key input unit for inputting washing mode conditions from a user; a load driver for driving loads necessary for a washing mode; a display unit for displaying current mode conditions in progress and a current washing progress state; and a washing controller for controlling the washing mode according to the washing mode conditions inputted from the user, and transmitting information regarding the current washing progress state to the broadcast signal reception module to display the current washing progress state through the broadcast signal reception module.

The washing machine may further include an Internet-connectable communication unit.

Preferably, the broadcast signal reception module includes: a key input unit for inputting control commands for control of image/audio output from a user; a broadcast signal receiver for receiving an external fixed broadcast signal and separating the
received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal; an image output unit for displaying the video signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver and a current washing progress state of the washing machine; an audio output unit for outputting the audio signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver; and a broadcast signal controller for controlling the image/audio output in response to the user's control commands and displaying the washing progress state through the image output unit in data communication with the washing machine.

[17] Alternatively, the broadcast signal reception module may include: a key input unit for inputting control commands for control of image/audio output from a user; a set-top box for receiving an external mobile broadcast signal and separating the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal; an image output unit for displaying the video signal separated by the set-top box and a current washing progress state of the washing machine; an audio output unit for outputting the audio signal separated by the set-top box and a broadcast signal controller for controlling the image/audio output in response to the user's control commands and displaying the washing progress state through the image output unit in data communication with the washing machine.

[18] The set-top box may have a data transmission/reception function to enable two-way communication with a transmission center which provides the mobile broadcast signal.

[19] Preferably, the set-top box includes: a tuner for receiving, tuning and demodulating the mobile broadcast signal from a broadcasting transmission center; and a demultiplexer for separating the mobile broadcast signal demodulated by the tuner into the video signal and the audio signal.

[20] The set-top box may further include a storage medium for storing the received mobile broadcast signal.

[21] The image output unit may include a washing information display panel for displaying only the washing progress state separately from the video signal.

[22] In this case, the image output unit may be physically partitioned into an image display area for outputting the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state, whereby the image output unit displays the video signal and the washing progress state independent of each other.

[23] Alternatively, the image output unit may have a single display panel for outputting both the video signal and washing progress state, the single display panel being functionally partitioned into an image display area for displaying the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state.
In this case, the image output unit may display the washing progress state in the form of a PIP screen or caption together with the video signal under the control of the broadcast signal controller.

Preferably, the key input unit includes: a washing operator for performing a variety of washing-associated operations; and a broadcasting operator for performing various operations associated with output of the broadcast signal.

In another aspect of the present invention, provided herein is a broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine for washing or drying laundry, the washing machine comprising a monitor device communicably connected therewith for remotely controlling and monitoring an entire operation of the washing machine, the monitor device receiving a broadcast signal and outputting the received broadcast signal in image and audio format, in response to a user's request.

Preferably, the monitor device includes: a communication unit for transmitting a control command to the washing machine or receiving information regarding a current washing progress state of the washing machine therefrom in data communication with the washing machine; a broadcast signal receiver for receiving an external broadcast signal and separating it into a video signal and an audio signal; an image output unit for displaying the washing progress state information received through the communication unit and the video signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver; an audio output unit for outputting the washing progress state information received through the communication unit and the audio signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver; and a monitor controller for outputting the washing progress state information or broadcast signal by performing the data communication with the washing machine or a broadcast signal reception function in response to a control command from the user.

The washing machine and the monitor device may perform the data communication therebetween in any one of a power line communication (PLC) manner or radio frequency (RF) communication manner.

The communication unit may include any one of a PLC module or RF communication module.

The monitor device may further include a key input unit, the key input unit including a washing operator for performing a variety of washing-associated operations, and a broadcasting operator for performing various operations associated with output of the broadcast signal.

The image output unit may include a washing information display panel for
displaying only the washing progress state separately from the video signal. In this case, the image output unit may be physically partitioned into an image display area for outputting the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state, whereby the image output unit displays the video signal and the washing progress state independent of each other.

Alternatively, the image output unit may have a single display panel for outputting both the video signal and washing progress state, the single display panel being functionally partitioned into an image display area for displaying the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state. In this case, the image output unit may display the washing progress state in the form of a PIP screen or caption together with the video signal under the control of the monitor controller.

The broadcast signal received by the broadcast signal receiver may be a fixed broadcast signal or mobile broadcast signal.

The monitor device may further include a storage medium for storing the broadcast signal received by the broadcast signal receiver.

Advantageous Effects

A broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to the present invention has effects as follows.

A broadcast signal reception module is provided in the washing machine, such as a washer or dryer, which is frequently used in the user's living space. Therefore, the washing machine can not only perform a washing operation, but also output a broadcast signal.

In particular, the provision of the broadcast signal reception module in the washing machine enables reception of a mobile broadcast signal, as well as a fixed broadcast signal, thereby making it possible to provide more various multimedia contents through the washing machine.

Therefore, it is possible to increase customer satisfaction with a multifunctionalization of the washing machine and thus use the washing machine more universally, resulting in an increase in the competitiveness of a product.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further understanding of the invention, illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with the description serve to explain the principle of the invention.

In the drawings:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a first embodiment of a washing machine according to the present invention, in which a washing machine body and a fixed broadcast signal reception module employ individual display means, respectively.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a second embodiment of the washing machine according to the present invention, in which the washing machine body and the fixed broadcast signal reception module employ single display means in common.

FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing a state of an image output unit of the washing machine according to the present invention, taken for use thereof.

FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 illustrate the states of first and second embodiments of a control panel (key input unit) of the washing machine according to the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a third embodiment of the washing machine according to the present invention, which has a mobile broadcast signal reception module.

FIG. 7 is a perspective view showing a fourth embodiment of the washing machine according to the present invention, which has a monitor device with a broadcast signal reception function.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the monitor device with the broadcast signal reception function.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

A washing machine applicable to the present invention may be a washer, a dryer, a washer having a drying function, or the like.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a first embodiment of a washing machine according to the present invention, in which a washing machine body and a broadcast signal reception module employ individual display means, respectively, and FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a second embodiment of the washing machine according to the present invention, in which the washing machine body and the broadcast signal reception module employ single display means in common.

Here, the broadcast signal reception module shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 is configured to receive a fixed broadcast signal.

The washing machine according to the present invention is a broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine with a broadcast signal reception function. In the washing machine, the washing machine body is provided to wash or dry clothes, and the broadcast signal reception module is arranged on the washing machine body to receive
a broadcast signal and provide the received broadcast signal in image and audio form.

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the washing machine body is adapted to perform a washing mode for laundry put therein by the user. To this end, the washing machine body includes a key input unit 11 for inputting various washing mode conditions from the user, a sensor unit 12 for sensing various mode states, such as the amount of laundry, the level of wash water, the temperature of wash water and the rotation speed of a motor, required in the washing mode, a load driver 16 for driving loads (a feed/drain valve, motor, etc.) necessary for the washing mode, and a washing controller 14 for controlling the entire operation of the washing mode according to the washing mode conditions inputted through the key input unit 11 and the mode states sensed by the sensor unit 12.

The washing machine body further includes an Internet-connectable communication unit 17 (for example, a personal computer (PC), handheld device or the like). The communication unit 17 enables the user to use, over the Internet, a variety of services including downloading washing course programs.

A display unit 15 is provided in the washing machine body to display washing-associated information of the washing machine body, as shown in FIG. 1. The display unit 15 functions to display the washing-associated information, which includes current mode conditions in progress, a current washing progress state, etc.

Alternatively, one display means may be provided and used in common in the washing machine body and the broadcast signal reception module. For example, display means of the broadcast signal reception module may also act to perform a display function of the washing machine body.

That is, as shown in FIG. 2, the washing-associated information of the washing machine body may be displayed by virtue of an image output unit 25, which is display means of the broadcast signal reception module, through communication between the washing machine body and the broadcast signal reception module, without separately constructing the display unit 15 of FIG. 1 in the washing machine body.

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the broadcast signal reception module, which is a fixed broadcast signal reception module, is adapted to receive a fixed broadcast signal provided from a broadcasting station. To this end, the broadcast signal reception module includes a key input unit 22 for inputting control commands for control of image/audio output, including power on/off, channel selection, volume adjustment, etc., from the user, a broadcast signal receiver 21 for receiving an external broadcast signal and separating the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio
signal, an image output unit 25 for displaying the separated video signal and the washing-associated information of the washing machine body, an audio output unit 26 for outputting the separated audio signal, and a broadcast signal controller 24 for controlling the image/audio output in response to the user's control commands inputted through the key input unit 22.

Preferably, the washing controller 14 and the broadcast signal controller 24 are interconnected via a serial communication line such that data communication is enabled between the washing machine body and the broadcast signal reception module.

In the present embodiments, the broadcast signal reception module is installed in the side or top plate of a cabinet constituting the outer appearance of the washing machine body in a folded manner.

Preferably, as shown in FIG. 3, a recess A is formed on the outer surface of the washing machine body to receive the broadcast signal reception module, and the broadcast signal reception module is hingeably coupled with the recess A such that it is selectively received in the recess A.

That is, the broadcast signal reception module is arranged in such a manner that it can be folded into the recess A. For use, the broadcast signal reception module is hingeably moved to an upright position thereof such that it is exposed externally of the receiver A. For custody, the broadcast signal reception module is hingeably moved to a folded position thereof such that it is received internally of the receiver A.

Here, the audio output unit 26 of the broadcast signal reception module may be installed in a place outside of the washing machine body for spatial utilization thereof.

It should be noted here that the image output unit 25 of the broadcast signal reception module is used as display means of the washing machine body, as well as means for displaying an image of a broadcast signal.

The image output unit 25 has a display panel for displaying an image of a broadcast signal, and a display panel for displaying washing-associated information. Thus, the broadcast signal controller 24 displays a video signal and washing-associated information on the corresponding display panels independent of each other without performing a separate signal process.

Alternatively, the image output unit 25 may have a single display panel which is functionally partitioned into an image display area for displaying an image of a broadcast signal, and a washing display area for displaying washing-associated information. In this case, the broadcast signal controller 24 mixes a video signal and washing-associated information to be displayed, to display them together.
Preferably, the image output unit 25 includes a display unit composed of a display device, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) or plasma display panel (PDP).

The key input unit 11 of the washing machine body is input means which is provided on an upper portion of the body to input a variety of washing-associated operations. Alternatively, the key input unit 11 may formed integrally with the key input unit 22 of the broadcast signal reception module to constitute a single control panel.

As shown in FIG. 4, the control panel includes a washing operator (this means the key input unit 11) for performing a variety of washing-associated operations, and a broadcasting operator (this means the key input unit 22) for performing various operations associated with output of a broadcast signal.

The washing operator includes a plurality of operating buttons and an operating dial for setting of respective operations of various modes, adjustment of a wash water temperature, drying temperature, etc., and selection of an operation speed, washing course, etc.

The broadcasting operator includes a plurality of operating buttons for selection of use environments of the broadcast signal reception module, such as power OWOFF, channel selection, volume adjustment, and screen adjustment.

Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 5, whereas the washing operator and the broadcasting operator constitutes a single control panel, two functions may be set in each operating button so that each operating button can be used in common in the washing operator and broadcasting operator.

To this end, a mode select key is provided for selection of any one of a washing operation mode for a washing-associated operation or a broadcasting operation mode for operation of the broadcast signal reception module.

The mode select key is toggled in response to every key input to alternately select the washing operation mode and the broadcasting operation mode.

According to the mode selected by the mode select key, the operating buttons of the control panel perform washing-associated operations, such as Wash, Rinse, Spin-Dry, Water Temperature and Dry, or broadcasting-associated operations, such as Volume, Channel, Play and Screen OMOFF.

With this configuration, the washing controller 14 selectively controls the washing operation and/or broadcast signal output in response to a signal inputted through the key input unit 11.

In the present embodiments, the washing machine further comprises a remote
controller 30 for inputting control commands to the washing machine body and
broadcast signal reception module. A key panel for control of the washing machine
body and a key panel for control of the broadcast signal reception module are together
provided in the remote controller 30 so that the remote controller 30 can be used for
both the washing machine body and broadcast signal reception module.

A code format of the washing machine body and a code format of the broadcast
signal reception module are together provided in the remote controller 30 so that the
remote controller 30 can transmit a key code based on the corresponding code format
of a key panel operated by the user.

The washing machine body and the broadcast signal reception module further
include infrared receivers 13 and 23, respectively. Each of the infrared receivers 13
and 23 acts to receive a key code transmitted from the remote controller 30.

With this configuration, the infrared receivers 13 and 23 receive key codes
transmitted from the remote controller 30 and transfer the received key codes to the
washing controller 14 and broadcast signal controller 24, respectively. At this time, the
washing controller 14 and broadcast signal controller 24 recognize only key codes of
the code formats corresponding thereto.

A description will hereinafter be given of the operations of the first and second
embodiments of the washing machine with the broadcast signal (for example, a TV
signal) reception function according to the present invention, constructed as stated
above.

First, in the washing machine body, the washing controller 14 controls the load
driver 16 to drive loads necessary for the washing mode in consideration of washing
mode conditions inputted by the user or mode states sensed by the sensor unit 12.

At this time, in the case where the display unit 15 is separately provided in the
washing machine body, the washing controller 14 displays current mode conditions in
progress or a current washing progress state through the display unit 15. Further, the
washing controller 14, in communication with the broadcast signal controller 24,
determines the state of the broadcast signal reception module and then transfers in-
formation regarding the current washing progress state to the broadcast signal
controller 24 when the broadcast signal reception module is in a stand-by mode or an
image/audio output state.

Alternatively, in the case where the image output unit 25 of the broadcast signal
reception module is used as common display means as shown in FIG. 2, the washing
controller 14 transfers the current washing progress state information to the broadcast
signal reception module in real time in communication with the broadcast signal controller 24.

Meanwhile, in the broadcast signal reception module, if the user, through the key input unit 22, powers on the broadcast signal reception module and then selects a desired channel to be watched, the broadcast signal receiver 21 receives a fixed broadcast signal of the selected channel, separates the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal and outputs the separated video and audio signals.

Thereafter, the broadcast signal controller 24 receives the video signal and audio signal from the broadcast signal receiver 21, processes the received signals into signals that can be outputted, and outputs the processed signals to the image output unit 25 and audio output unit 26, respectively.

The broadcast signal controller 24 also receives the washing progress state information of the washing machine body in communication with the washing controller 14 and processes the received washing progress state information into a signal that can be outputted to the image output unit 25.

At this time, when the broadcast signal reception module is in the stand-by mode, the broadcast signal controller 24 displays only the washing progress state information on a specific display area of the image output unit 25. However, when the broadcast signal reception module is in a video signal output state, the broadcast signal controller 24 mixes a video signal with the washing progress state information to output them together.

For example, provided in a display area of the image output unit 25 may be a picture in picture (PIP) function which configures the video signal as a main picture and the washing progress state information as a sub-picture.

Alternatively, a caption area may be provided under the display area of the image output unit 25 to display the washing progress state information in the form of a caption.

For the display of the washing progress state using the image output unit 25, the broadcast signal controller may successively display the washing progress state information by communicating with the washing machine body in real time, or selectively display the washing progress state information by communicating with the washing machine body only when there is a request from the user.

As stated above, in the present embodiments, the broadcast signal reception module which receives a fixed broadcast signal is installed in the washing machine. Therefore, the user can watch a broadcast easily even in a space where the washing machine is
positioned.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a third embodiment of the broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to the present invention, which has a broadcast signal reception module for receiving a mobile broadcast signal, such as a digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) signal.

The washing machine body of the present embodiment is the same in configuration as those of the above-stated embodiments. The broadcast signal reception module of the present embodiment is adapted to receive a mobile broadcast signal from a broadcasting transmission center of a satellite or terrestrial base station and provide various multimedia contents including an image, audio, etc. To this end, the broadcast signal reception module includes a key input unit 42 for inputting control commands associated with a multimedia broadcasting service from the user, a set-top box 41 for receiving the mobile broadcast signal from the broadcasting transmission center and separating the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal, an image output unit 45 for displaying the separated video signal, an audio output unit 46 for outputting the separated audio signal, and a broadcast signal controller 44 for processing the video signal and audio signal separated by the set-top box 41 into signals that can be outputted through the video output unit 45 and audio output unit 46, respectively.

The set-top box 41 includes a tuner (not shown) for receiving, tuning and demodulating the mobile broadcast signal from the broadcasting transmission center, and a demultiplexer (not shown) for separating the mobile broadcast signal demodulated by the tuner into the video signal and the audio signal.

The broadcast signal controller 44 includes a video processor (not shown) for processing the video signal from the set-top box 41 into the signal that can be displayed through the image output unit 45, and an audio processor (not shown) for processing the audio signal from the set-top box 41 into the signal that can be outputted through the audio output unit 46.

The broadcast signal reception module with this configuration is installed in the washing machine body in the same manner as that in FIG. 3.

Preferably, the broadcast signal reception module is a terminal which includes a data transmission/reception function to enable two-way communication with the broadcasting transmission center, and can receive various multimedia contents provided from the broadcasting transmission center, or request a desired service therefrom in the user's place.
For example, the broadcast signal reception module may receive various multimedia contents (program/non program associated data) including video, music, stock market information, traffic information, etc. from the broadcasting transmission center according to the user's request.

The broadcast signal reception module may further include a storage medium for storing multimedia contents received from the broadcasting transmission center. In this case, the storage medium may be a hard disk drive, an internal flash memory, or a mobile extensible flash memory device (a MultiMedia Card (MMC) memory, a Compact Flash (CF) memory, a smart media memory, a memory stick, or the like).

Preferably, the washing controller 14 in the washing machine body and the broadcast signal controller 44 are interconnected via a serial communication line such that data communication is enabled between the washing machine body and the broadcast signal reception module.

With this configuration, while the washing mode is performed by the washing machine body, the current washing progress state can be outputted through the image output unit 45 of the broadcast signal reception module through the data communication between the washing machine body and the broadcast signal reception module.

In the present embodiment, the washing machine further comprises a remote controller 30 for inputting control commands to the washing machine body and broadcast signal reception module. The remote controller 30 and the key input unit 11 in the washing machine body are the same in construction and operation as those in the above-stated washing machine with the fixed broadcast signal reception module.

A description will hereinafter be given of the operation of the washing machine with the mobile broadcast signal reception module according to the third embodiment of the present invention, constructed as stated above.

First, in the washing machine body, the washing controller 14 controls the load driver 16 to drive loads necessary for the washing mode in consideration of washing mode conditions inputted by the user or mode states sensed by the sensor unit 12.

At this time, the washing controller 14 displays current mode conditions in progress or a current washing progress state through the display unit 15 of the washing machine body.

Further, the washing controller 14, in communication with the broadcast signal controller 44, determines the state of the broadcast signal reception module and then
transfers information regarding the current washing progress state to the broadcast signal controller 44 when the broadcast signal reception module is in a stand-by mode or image output state.

Meanwhile, in the mobile broadcast signal reception module, the user, through the key input unit 42, powers on the broadcast signal reception module and then requests a desired multimedia content to be watched from the broadcasting transmission center.

Then, a digital multimedia broadcast signal, received from the broadcasting transmission center in response to the user's request, is tuned and demodulated into a predefined transport stream (for example, MPEG-2) format by the tuner.

The demodulated transport stream is separated into a video signal and an audio signal and then transferred to the broadcast signal controller 44 by the demultiplexer.

The broadcast signal controller 44 receives the video signal and audio signal from the set-top box 41, processes the received signals into signals that can be outputted, and outputs the processed signals to the image output unit 45 and audio output unit 46, respectively.

The broadcast signal controller 44 also receives the washing progress state information of the washing machine body in communication with the washing controller 14 and processes the received washing progress state information into a signal that can be outputted to the image output unit 45.

At this time, when the broadcast signal reception module is in the stand-by mode where no multimedia content is outputted, the broadcast signal controller 44 displays only the washing progress state information on a specific display area of the image output unit 45. However, when the broadcast signal reception module is in a video signal output state, the broadcast signal controller 44 mixes a video signal with the washing progress state information to output them together.

As stated above, in the present embodiment, the broadcast signal reception module which receives a mobile broadcast signal is installed in the washing machine. Therefore, the user can watch a mobile broadcast on the washing machine.

On the other hand, in the case where a washing machine is installed and used in a separate space, such as the outdoors or the basement of a house, a monitor device may be used to remotely control and monitor the washing machine.

FIG. 7 is a perspective view showing a fourth embodiment of the washing machine according to the present invention, which has a monitor device with the broadcast signal reception function, and FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the monitor device with the broadcast signal reception function.
In the present embodiment, the washing machine, denoted by reference numeral 100, is connected with the monitor device, denoted by reference numeral 200, via a communication line.

The monitor device 200 is installed in the living space of the house such that it can be more readily used by the user at a shorter distance therefrom. As a result, the monitor device 200 can not only remotely control the distant washing machine 100 from within the house in communication with the washing machine 100, but also check washing-associated information received from the washing machine 100 and output a washing progress state including washing mode conditions, the remaining mode time, mode errors, mode start/end, etc. in various forms (image or audio).

Particularly, in the present embodiment, the broadcast signal reception function is additionally provided in the monitor device 200 which is means for the remote control and monitoring of the washing machine 100.

To this end, the monitor device 200 includes a communication unit 210 for transmitting a control command to the washing machine 100 or receiving state information of the washing machine 100 therefrom in communication with the washing machine 100, a broadcast signal receiver 220 for receiving an external broadcast signal and separating the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal, an image output unit 250 for displaying the state information of the washing machine received through the communication unit 210 and the video signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver 220, an audio output unit 260 for outputting the state information of the washing machine received through the communication unit 210 and the audio signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver 220, and a monitor controller 240 for outputting the broadcast signal state information or broadcast signal through the image output unit 250 or audio output unit 260 by communicating with the washing machine 100 or performing the broadcast signal reception function in response to a control command from the user.

Preferably, the broadcast signal includes a mobile broadcast signal, as well as a fixed broadcast signal, such as a TV signal, DMB signal, and so forth.

The communication unit 210 is a communication module capable of performing communication, for example, a power line modem. This communication unit 210 can perform data communication with the washing machine 100 without using a network such as a gateway or a communication network such as the Internet.

The monitor controller 240 is equipped with an application program to perform the broadcast signal reception function, as well as the data communication with the
washing machine 100.

[125] The monitor device 200 includes the audio output unit 260 to output the washing machine state information in the form of an audio signal and the audio signal of the broadcast signal. The audio output unit 260 is installed in the side or front plate of a cabinet constituting the outer appearance of the monitor device 200.

[126] The image output unit 250 includes a liquid crystal display (LCD), a plasma display panel (PDP), or the like to display the state information of the washing machine and the video signal of the broadcast signal.

[127] A key input unit 230 is provided to receive a control command signal based on a key operation of the user and transfer it to the monitor controller 240. A key panel for washing-associated control and a key panel for control of the broadcast signal reception function are together provided in the key input unit 230.

[128] In order to remotely control the monitor device 200, a remote controller (not shown) may be provided which has the same key panels as those of the key input unit 230.

[129] A description will hereinafter be given of the operation of the washing machine with the broadcast signal reception function according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention, constructed as stated above.

[130] First, if the user operates the key input unit 230 of the monitor device 200 to select a desired channel to be watched, the broadcast signal receiver 220 tunes, or receives, a broadcast signal of the selected channel under the control of the monitor controller 240. The broadcast signal receiver 220 then separates the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal and outputs the separated video and audio signals.

[131] Thereafter, the monitor controller 240 receives the video signal and audio signal from the broadcast signal receiver 220, processes the received signals into signals that can be outputted, and outputs the processed signals to the image output unit 250 and audio output unit 260, respectively.

[132] Meanwhile, if the state information of the washing machine 100 is received through the communication unit 210, the monitor controller 240 mixes the received washing machine state information with the video signal being currently displayed through the image output unit 250 to output them together.

[133] For example, provided in a display area of the image output unit 250 may be a PIP function which configures the video signal resulting from TV reception as a main picture and the received washing machine state information as a sub-picture.
Alternatively, a caption area may be provided under the display area of the image output unit 250 to display the washing machine state information in the form of a caption.

For the display of the washing machine state using the image output unit 250, the monitor controller 240 may successively display the washing machine state information by performing data communication with the washing machine 100 in real time, or selectively display the washing machine state information by communicating with the washing machine 100 only when there is a request from the user.

On the other hand, in the case where the state information received from the washing machine 100 is an audio signal, it is outputted through the audio output unit 260 under the control of the monitor controller 240.

For example, when a mode error, such as eccentricity, occurs in the washing machine 100 or the washing mode is ended, the resulting signal is transmitted to the monitor controller 240 and then outputted through the audio output unit 260 in the form of a voice error message or buzzer sound under the control of the monitor controller 240.

As described above, in the present embodiment, the broadcast signal reception function is additionally provided in the monitor device which remotely controls the washing machine. Therefore, through the monitor device, not only state information of the washing machine can be displayed, but also a broadcast signal can be watched by the user.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations can be made in the present invention without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover the modifications and variations of this invention provided they come within the scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.
Claims

[1] A broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine for washing or drying laundry, the washing machine comprising a broadcast signal reception module arranged thereon for receiving a broadcast signal and providing the received broadcast signal in image and audio form.

[2] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 1, further comprising a remote controller for inputting control commands from a user to the washing machine and broadcast signal reception module.

[3] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 2, wherein the remote controller includes a key panel for control of the washing machine, and a key panel for control of the broadcast signal reception module, whereby the remote controller is used in common for the washing machine and broadcast signal reception module.

[4] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 1, wherein the washing machine and the broadcast signal reception module are interconnected via a serial communication line so that they can perform data communication therebetween.

[5] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 1, wherein the washing machine includes:

a key input unit for inputting washing mode conditions from a user;

a load driver for driving loads necessary for a washing mode; and

a washing controller for controlling the washing mode according to the washing mode conditions inputted from the user and transmitting information regarding a current washing progress state to the broadcast signal reception module to display the current washing progress state through the broadcast signal reception module.

[6] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 5, wherein the washing machine further includes an Internet-connectable communication unit.

[7] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 1, wherein the washing machine includes:

a key input unit for inputting washing mode conditions from a user;

a load driver for driving loads necessary for a washing mode;

a display unit for displaying current mode conditions in progress and a current
washing progress state; and
a washing controller for controlling the washing mode according to the washing mode conditions inputted from the user, and displaying the current washing progress state through the display unit or transmitting information regarding the current washing progress state to the broadcast signal reception module to display the current washing progress state through the broadcast signal reception module.

[8] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 7, wherein the washing machine further includes an Internet-connectable communication unit.

[9] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 1, wherein the broadcast signal reception module includes:
a key input unit for inputting control commands for control of image/audio output from a user;
a broadcast signal receiver for receiving an external fixed broadcast signal and separating the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal;
an image output unit for displaying the video signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver and a current washing progress state of the washing machine;
an audio output unit for outputting the audio signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver; and
a broadcast signal controller for controlling the image/audio output in response to the user's control commands and displaying the washing progress state through the image output unit in data communication with the washing machine.

[10] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 9, wherein the image output unit includes a washing information display panel for displaying only the washing progress state separately from the video signal.

[11] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 10, wherein the image output unit is physically partitioned into an image display area for outputting the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state, whereby the image output unit displays the video signal and the washing progress state independent of each other.

[12] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 9, wherein the image output unit has a single display panel for outputting both the video signal and washing progress state, the single display panel being functionally partitioned into an image display area for displaying the video signal and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state.
signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state.

[13] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 12, wherein the image output unit displays the washing progress state in the form of a picture in picture (PIP) screen or caption together with the video signal under the control of the broadcast signal controller.

[14] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 1, wherein the broadcast signal reception module includes:

- a key input unit for inputting control commands for control of image/audio output from a user;
- a set-top box for receiving an external mobile broadcast signal and separating the received broadcast signal into a video signal and an audio signal;
- an image output unit for displaying the video signal separated by the set-top box and a current washing progress state of the washing machine;
- an audio output unit for outputting the audio signal separated by the set-top box; and
- a broadcast signal controller for controlling the image/audio output in response to the user's control commands and displaying the washing progress state through the image output unit in data communication with the washing machine.

[15] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 14, wherein the set-top box has a data transmission/reception function to enable two-way communication with a transmission center which provides the mobile broadcast signal.

[16] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 14, wherein the set-top box includes:

- a tuner for receiving, tuning and demodulating the mobile broadcast signal from a broadcasting transmission center; and
- a demultiplexer for separating the mobile broadcast signal demodulated by the tuner into the video signal and the audio signal.

[17] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 16, wherein the set-top box further includes a storage medium for storing the received mobile broadcast signal.

[18] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 14, wherein the image output unit includes a washing information display panel for displaying only the washing progress state separately from the video signal.

[19] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 18,
wherein the image output unit is physically partitioned into an image display area for outputting the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state, whereby the image output unit displays the video signal and the washing progress state independent of each other.

[20] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 14, wherein the image output unit has a single display panel for outputting both the video signal and washing progress state, the single display panel-being functionally partitioned into an image display area for displaying the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state.

[21] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 20, wherein the image output unit displays the washing progress state in the form of a PIP screen or caption together with the video signal under the control of the broadcast signal controller.

[22] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 5, wherein the key input unit includes:
a washing operator for performing a variety of washing-associated operations;
and
a broadcasting operator for performing various operations associated with output of the broadcast signal.

[23] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 22, wherein the broadcasting operator includes a plurality of select keys for operating use environments of the broadcast signal reception module including power control, screen adjustment, channel selection and volume adjustment.

[24] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 22, wherein the washing operator and the broadcasting operator constitutes a common key panel.

[25] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 24, wherein the key input unit further includes a mode select key for selecting any one of a washing-associated operation mode or a broadcast signal output-associated operation mode on the key panel.

[26] A broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine for washing or drying laundry, the washing machine comprising a monitor device communicably connected therewith for remotely controlling and monitoring an entire operation of the washing machine, the monitor device receiving a broadcast signal and outputting the received broadcast signal in image and audio form, in response to
a user's request.

[27] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 26, wherein the monitor device includes:

- a communication unit for transmitting a control command to the washing machine or receiving information regarding a current washing progress state of the washing machine therewith in data communication with the washing machine;
- a broadcast signal receiver for receiving an external broadcast signal and separating it into a video signal and an audio signal;
- an image output unit for displaying the washing progress state information received through the communication unit and the video signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver;
- an audio output unit for outputting the washing progress state information received through the communication unit and the audio signal separated by the broadcast signal receiver; and
- a monitor controller for outputting the washing progress state information or broadcast signal by performing the data communication with the washing machine or a broadcast signal reception function in response to a control command from the user.

[28] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 26, wherein the washing machine and the monitor device perform the data communication therebetween in any one of a power line communication (PLC) manner or radio frequency (RF) communication manner.

[29] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 27, wherein the communication unit includes any one of a PLC module or RF communication module.

[30] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 27, wherein the monitor device further includes a key input unit, the key input unit including a washing operator for performing a variety of washing-associated operations, and a broadcasting operator for performing various operations associated with output of the broadcast signal.

[31] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 30, wherein the broadcasting operator includes a plurality of select keys for operating use environments of the monitor device including power control, screen adjustment, channel selection and volume adjustment.
[32] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 30, wherein the washing operator and the broadcasting operator constitutes a common key panel.

[33] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 32, wherein the key input unit further includes a mode select key for selecting any one of a washing-associated operation mode or a broadcast signal output-associated operation mode on the key panel.

[34] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 27, wherein the image output unit includes a washing information display panel for displaying only the washing progress state separately from the video signal.

[35] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 34, wherein the image output unit is physically partitioned into an image display area for outputting the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state, whereby the image output unit displays the video signal and the washing progress state independent of each other.

[36] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 34, wherein the image output unit has a single display panel for outputting both the video signal and washing progress state, the single display panel being functionally partitioned into an image display area for displaying the video signal, and a washing display area for displaying the washing progress state.

[37] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 36, wherein the image output unit displays the washing progress state in the form of a PIP screen or caption together with the video signal under the control of the monitor controller.

[38] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 27, wherein the broadcast signal received by the broadcast signal receiver is a fixed broadcast signal or mobile broadcast signal.

[39] The broadcasting receiver-equipped washing machine according to claim 27, wherein the monitor device further includes a storage medium for storing the broadcast signal received by the broadcast signal receiver.
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